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The portfolio generated a total return of 23.1% in the year ending March 2017. In comparison, the
FTSE All Share gained 17.8%.
The year was filled with plenty of macroeconomic events that caught investors’ attention, including
Brexit and the US presidential election.
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Our strategy of ignoring the macroeconomic noise and stick to investing in high quality businesses
allowed us to outperform the market for the fourth consecutive year. However our decision to avoid
commodity related and financial businesses presented us with a tough challenge of beating the
benchmark.
Our best performer in the year was an IPO we bought into last year, Mimecast. The email security
company’s share price gained 164% in the year. Dot Digital, a new addition during the year, gained 63%
and MasterCard, a company we have been invested in for several years, gained 37% in the year.
One of the cornerstones of our portfolio over the last several years ran into some unexpected trouble, as
NCC Group lost 47% of its value. There were no other notable losses during the year, which is reflective of
both the market conditions and our prudency in investing in only the best businesses.
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Towards the back end of the year, we bought into the IPO of Global Benefits Group. GBG is a healthinsurance business focused on the emerging markets with a market cap of less than £200m. We also
purchased shares in a long time portfolio constituent, Dominos.
Cottages in Northumberland and D-Line are great examples of North East businesses. They provide simple
but high quality products/services and deliver steady growth each year. Both companies moved to bigger
premises in the year to facilitate expansion.
As mentioned, this is the fourth consecutive year we have outperformed the market. Below are included
our returns on an annual basis. As of the end of March, the strategy has generated a CAGR of 20.5% pa.
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Our portfolio of venture capital investments increased in value by 21% in the year to March 2017.
We made one new investment into North East SME, One Utility Bill. The company raised £500k of growth
capital. One Utility Bill provides a service for residential landlords and their tenants that merges their utility
bill with their rent into one all-inclusive charge.
D-line, Cottages in Northumberland and Beyond Digital continued their organic growth and reported
record profits each.
Apex Bridging and House Buyer Bureau secured new banking facilities providing further capital for
expansion.
Atom Bank completed £100m fund raise. Middleton Enterprises did not follow on, but did benefit from the
increasing share price.

